
APPLICATIONS – Citrus Degreaser 

 

Citrus Degreaser contains several key ingredients that perform far more effectively when 

allowed to soak for 5 minutes before washing off. Exact dilution ratios depend on the 

applicator and level of soiling. Always perform a test sample before applying to an unknown 

surface. 

Floors If using a bucket and mop, 1 cup to a bucket of warm water. 

Painted Walls Between 5:1 and 10:1 depending on soiling. 

Decks 10:1 as prep before oiling or for general cleaning. 

House Exteriors 

20:1 when used as a spray. For professional use, it is 
recommended to mix 2 L of Citrus Degreaser with 2 L of chlorine in 
a 20 L container, then fill the remainder with water and apply via 
pressure cleaner. 

Concrete 
Between 10:1 and 20:1 via pressure cleaner depending on the 
level of soiling. If oil is present, apply neat to the worst areas, 
allow to dwell, then agitate with a brush. 

Brickwork As above 

Conveyor Belts 
5:1 to 10:1 for thorough cleaning, otherwise for general cleaning 
use the same mix as Floors. 

Cars & Motorcycles 
For engines and parts apply at 3:1 and agitate with a brush. Apply 
neat for heavy engine soiling. 

Auto Detailing 
Spot clean carpet and fabrics at 3:1, general interior pieces at 5:1. 
Allow to dwell for 2 minutes before washing off. 

Fabric 3:1 as a pre-wash spray, then rub fabric against itself. 

Carpet Spot clean at 3:1, or 12:1 when used with a carpet scrubber. 

Workshop Floors Apply neat to areas of heavy soiling, or 10:1 for general cleaning. 

Marine 
Apply to seats at 3:1 to 5:1, covers and decking at 5:1 to 10:1, and 
fish boards at 3:1. 

Machinery Between 3:1 and 10:1 depending on the level of soiling. 

Food Processing 
Equipment 

As with Conveyor Belts. 

 

More uses are available than listed here. Citrus Degreaser is a highly versatile product and 

heavily used by professionals Australia-wide. 


